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Thoughts from the Thicket by Graham
Welcome to Lokation, my first edition as editor. Firstly, many thanks to Camilla my
predecessor, I shall try to match her very high standards. Camilla is in fact leaving us in the
summer to move up to Rutland with her family to take up a new position. As Orienteering is
a relatively small fraternity, no doubt we will see her again at events in the future, so I’m
sure it’s not goodbye, merely au revoir. Also many thanks to our regular contributors, in this
issue we have Neil Brooks with the Chairman’s chat and event information, John Hardy has
a report on the Boxing Day event at Trent Park, Greg Birdseye evokes the spirit of Harold
Macmillian with his article on the new event classifications; while Glen Jones reports on our
new Southern Champion. Plus a few bits and pieces by me.
I’ve been trying to get out and do more orienteering this year and one of the places I and a
few other Lokkies went to was a new area in Essex called Writtle Forest. Instead of being
one large forest it was in fact a couple of small woods joined together by liner strips of
woodland. This event was notable for me in that it was a reminder that although you think
you are in control and know what you are doing, sometimes you can completely lose the
plot. I was going very well until the eight control, where I headed off confidently in the
direction of the ninth which was only about 300m away. And then I got lost, really lost, as in
I had no clue where I was, and this was in a wood only 500m x 500m. I was reduced to
standing with the compass trying to logic it out, I’m standing on a track and I can see a field
and a fence, etc, etc, do I know where I am? No. Next I tried running around to see if I could
find a big feature, and eventually I relocated on a big junction, and then it was relatively
straightforward. Annoyingly, later on I saw that the line on the map connecting the controls
obscured an earth wall that would have taken me almost straight to it. So a leg I should have
done in two minutes took almost fifteen as I spun around like a lost sock in a Laundromat.
This experience took me back to my first ever badge event which was on Holmbury Hill,
where most of the time I was completely lost, and out for two and a half hours. In fact that
event was my first ever mention in Lokation, as whomever the editor was then (1988)
commented that I’d got value for money! Which is one way of looking at it, I was just
pleased it wasn’t raining.

Nellie’s Natter – The thoughts of Chairman Brooks
Welcome … and may I take this opportunity of welcoming Graham Williams as our new
LOKation Editor! Graham, as have all previous editor, rely on your stories, however vaguely
orienteering or outdoors related, so pleae email him for the April or October edition at
lokation@londonorienteering.co.uk
April heralds the beginning-of-the-end of the main O season, as the bracken and brambles
start to take hold on the woods and forests that are our staple Sunday SE England terrain.
But before we all ‘sprint’ off to the parks and streets around London, and the moors and
fells further afield, I think we should reflect on recent LOK successes at the national event
held at Hambledon, Oxfordshire. Whilst not everyone wants (or needs!) to challenge

themselves with the extra pressure of competing against the best in their class, the fact that
25 LOKies could be found at this Thames-side event, more than would normally turn-up to a
Sunday event, does suggest that there is an appetite for such a challenge! Below highlights
our runners … with those in the top three being highlighted …. congratulations to you all!

Do you take your competition personally? This last season I have found myself checking the
start lists, hoping not to be starting just ahead of my rivals (in my case it’s Martin and
Richard Hime, and Jon Chandler) … and when the results come out, I don’t care where I
come, as long as it’s ahead of my rivals (I wish this was always the case!). And do you know
what makes it more enjoyable for me …… it’s the fact that we are all so close in the results
that a single mistake that costs 30 seconds changes the ‘mini league’ results! To my mind
this form of personal competition against those you know and recognise adds to my
orienteering experience … does it to yours?
It is said that an army marches on its stomach …. well, a club prospers by its volunteers!
Inside this edition you’ll see that LOK is putting on something rather special in September ….
it’s probably the first time this type of event has been held in London …. make sure you’re
involved in this memorable occasion!

Forthcoming Club Events by Neil
Park Race 2011

You may recall that 2010 saw LOK and SLOW putting on the inaugural Park Race series
(http://parkrace.org/) … well, it’s back with more new locations! Whilst we (and SLOW)
grapple with the permission process at what seems like every London Borough, I think we
can start to publicise the following dates (LOK will use 4 of our 5 dates):
Tue 17 May – Bushy Park (SLOW)
Tue 31 May – 2 Peckham Rye (SLOW)?
Thu 9 June – 3 Finsbury Park (LOK)?
Tue 14 June – 4 Wormwood Scrubs (SLOW)
Tue 21 June – Ham Riverside (SLOW)
Thu 23 June - Regent's Park (LOK)
Tue 28 June – 6 Battersea Park (SLOW)
Tue 5 July - 7 Wanstead Flats (CHIG)
Thu 7 July – Horsenden Hill (LOK)
Thu 14 July – 8 Crystal Palace Park (DFOK)
Thu 21 July – 9 Hyde Park (LOK)
Tue 26 July – 10 Clapham Common (SLOW)
Tue 9 Aug – Richmond park (SLOW)
Tue 16 Aug – 11 Queen Mary (SLOW/CHIG)

In addition to Hyde Park, we plan to use, subject to permission, Regent’s Park, Finsbury Park
and Horsenden Hill. If you don’t know where these all are …. here’s the map showing just
the LOK Park Race venues:

We have the planners, and once the permissions have been granted, just need a couple to
help hang controls or take the entry forms on the day … ‘simples’!

North of the river Winter Street O
LOK with CHIG and HH are looking to run a mid-week street O league over the 2011/12
winter season! It’s a long way off, but we already have the following dates reserved:







CHIG
HH
LOK
CHIG
HH
LOK

Thursday 29 September
Thursday 27 October
Thursday 24 November
Thursday 26 January
Thursday 23 February
Thursday 23 March

We’d be using the Royal Free as the base if they are Hampstead’ish … but we could venture in to the West End
of London again (e.g. Oxford Street). We’re after course planners to take the existing street O map
(http://oobrien.com/oom/uk.php), add any of those little alleys it hasn’t picked up, decide on the control types
(e.g. letter boxes, Blue Plaques, or quiz), and plan a one hour score event.
Here’s an example of the Oxford Street street O map …

Frolics 2011
Whilst 2010 saw LOK lose the London Bus trophy to SLOW, let’s see if we can regain it again! Glen Jones will
be co-ordinating this pan-London series of five events.
Dates are as follows:







SLOW – 26th June
Happy Herts – SATURDAY 2nd July
Mole Valley – 10th July
LOK – 17th July – Hampstead Heath
DFOK – 24th July

Regents Park Event
On Sunday 11th September LOK will be staging an ultra-sprint orienteering race in Regents
Park, which will utilise a similar format to the Orient’Show races held in France.
This really is Orienteering, but not as we know it. Competitors will run three heats on
courses of approximately 1km with a high density of controls, including sections in a
specially constructed labyrinth. There will then be a set of finals involving all competitors.
This high intensity orienteering will provide a challenge to all competitors as well as be a
spectacle to watch. Starts will be from around 10am and you will need to complete all three
courses in your own time by 12:00. Finals will follow shortly after.
There will be a specially commissioned map but the scale has yet to be confirmed but will
possibly be 1:2000.
This really will be a unique event and quite a spectacle. To see how what the map and
format could look like, here is an example of a map from an Orient’Show races in France.

Informal Summer Social Event
In recent years Club members have been meeting at the Great British Beer Festival at Earls
Court which this year runs from 2nd – 6th August, usually around 6pm on either the
Wednesday or Thursday at the Cider Bar. All welcome, details via newsletter nearer the
time.
LOK website – Facelift Needed!
The aged LOK website is still roughly as it was when I first redesigned it in about 2001. It
badly needs refreshing and ideally instead of being a rather old clunky site it could probably
best be based on a modern commercially available hosting system such as Wordpress
(www.wordpress.org) which makes it easier to allow several people to update the site and
keep it more current. Having done it for 10 years, I’d rather hand this on to someone else –
but you really don’t need to be a web design guru to take this on. If you have a general level
of IT competence (i.e. you are at ease with modern computing), then learning to set up a
site on something like Wordpress is pretty straightforward, and of course you get to
exercise your design skills and show them off to the world. Once up and running there is not
a lot involved in maintaining the site beyond adding details of forthcoming events / results
and periodic news updates – so it is not overly time consuming. If you are interested in
taking this on, I’d be happy to chat it through in more detail and of course assist in a smooth
transfer. Glen (07770 835870)

The LOK/HH Boxing Day Event by John Hardy
LOK's annual Boxing Day Score event at Trent Park had become a regular fixture in the year's
calendar, with a regular following of between 80 and 100 competitors; but we at LOK found it did
rather stretch our resources, mainly because of the time of year; so it has now (for the last two
years) become a jointly organised event with Happy Herts to guarantee its survival.
Last year's event faced the additional problem of the weather and a racing-style ground (and
access) inspection was necessary shortly before the event took place. As it happens, there was
no problem: access via Snakes Lane was completely clear and the three inches of crisp snow
covering the park, with only a few icy patches on the paths near to buildings, meant we could go
ahead.

Revellers ready for the Off.....
The day was a beautiful one: crisp and clear, with the sunshine making everything look great.
And the people came: around ninety of them. Comments were all positive, which was a
enormous fillip to those LOK and HH folk who turned out to help on the day, especially for
planner Mike Edwards and overall organiser Penny and controllers the ubiquitous deary's. Of
course the mulled wine may well have helped fortify people's spirits!
So, hopefully, the event will continue and if you are around and not over-committed next Boxing
Day, come and help or bring the family for a cobweb-blowing session.
Incidentally, the only "injury" which required treatment (a plaster) was my finger, sliced open
when cutting up the fruit for the mulled wine.

“Events Dear Boy Events*”
by Greg Birdseye

The new event structure seems to be settling in, up to a point. To me, four levels are very
sensible (and indeed I would say that as I was one of the traditionalists who voted to
overturn the British Orienteering imposed three-level structure last year). And I don’t think
it matters particularly whether the levels are labelled A/B/C/D or 1/2/3/4 or even national/
regional/ district/ local (and this last is definitely rather more logical and helpful to potential
newcomers than championship/ badge/ colour-coded/ club). So far so good.
But I have struggled to see much logic in the grading of courses within the levels. This year
to date I have done one Level A event – the national event at Hambleden - where I ran my
age-related course of M65L. (I have long since felt that age-related S courses are both
illogical and unnecessary, but that’s another debate altogether.) Hambleden is typical fast
running Chilterns beech woods - too fast for me really - but I managed a ‘silver’ time in old
speak. I won’t be at the British or JK this year for various reasons but have entered three
days of the Scottish in August. At all of these, one can choose to run in one’s current age
category. Again, so far so good, as it allows direct comparison with how well one performs
against one’s peers, in age if not fitness or mental ability.
Jumping ahead to Level C for a moment, this most closely maps on to the old colourcoded/district event category, where there is perhaps some logic once you understand the
order from white through to black. I’ve recently been enlightened that the spectrum quite
closely reflects that used for judo, or at least one of its variants. In ascending order, at the
lower end we have white/ yellow/ orange and, at the upper end, green/ blue/ brown/ black.
But in orienteering there is of course the added problem of combining technical difficulty
and distance, where for example these last four are all equally difficult but get longer as you
go up the scale. And in between the upper and lower ends, it gets more problematical still:
I’ve never quite known what to make of the notion of a ‘light green’ for example, and ‘red’
seems out of place (particularly when compared with the judo) although again designed as a
compromise of difficulty and distance for keen runners yet inexperienced navigators. But
colour-coding in orienteering has been around now, remarkably, for 30 years and was
perhaps the best that the combined brainpower of BO committees could devise at the time,
so I probably shouldn’t grumble too much.
Level D seems to be a catch-all for anything else that doesn’t quite fit the other three, and
we’ll meet it particularly when the Frolics series comes round again in the summer. There is
even an attempt to reconcile Level Ds with the colour system, even though Frolics courses
on some areas often struggle to justify their light green tag.

But now back to Level B. To date this year I have done nine such events, running the
designated M65 course at each; seven were labelled ‘short blue’ and one each of ‘green’
and ‘green men’. This last was the CompassSport heat at Ranmore, and presumably the
categories are laid down in the competition age-related rules. The green at Salcey Forest
rather puzzled me, but perhaps knowing the area it should have been a Level C anyway?
But it is the bizarre notion of a short blue which baffles me. If one accepts the logic of the
spectrum of colour coded courses, surely a short blue has to be a green, and similarly a
short brown is a blue?? Have the BO technical committees finally disappeared up their own
backsides with these labels I wonder in trying to solve the mysteries of the universe? Or am I
just an old codger who worries too much about such esoteric things?
On top of this there are the intricacies of the new all-embracing BO ranking system where,
as far as I can gather, ranking points are now a function of course as much as anything else (
I have to confess I’ve rather struggled with Appendix K, Section 2.2: Calculation of Ranking
Points on the BO site). This seems fraught with problems given that participants on any
given course are self selecting, depending on how one feels at the time of entry. Admittedly
it is still possible via the BO website to compare to some extent with one’s age-related peers
on a given course but these are only a sub-set of all competitors in any one age band as, for
example, M65s now run on any of half a dozen different courses, even though short blue is
the ‘recommended’ one. Perhaps I’ve got it wrong though?
But if age categories are really to be a thing of the past, then surely the only logical solution
is, at each event, to have just three categories of courses labelled something like technical,
middling and easy and then for planners to put on as many courses in each category as they
think fit for the area and likely clientele, of gradually decreasing length. Each would be
labelled course Technical A, Technical B … Easy A, Easy B, etc? People can then choose
whichever one to run in at the time. Simple.
Or perhaps I should just go out and run around and enjoy myself from week to week and
forget all about it. After all, back in the dark ages there were just ‘events’ and usually only
three courses anyway, helpfully labelled 1, 2 and 3.
*Harold Macmillan (attributed)

LOK’s Southern Campion by Glen Johns
The 2011 Southern Championships were held at Hambledon on Sunday 13 March. It’s a
lovely area on the Western fringes of the Chilterns, with Henley on Thames just a stone’s
throw away from the car park field. And conveniently, it is only about 4 miles from where I
now live, in Ibstone.
The 2011 Southern Championships were held at Hambledon on Sunday 13 March. It’s a
lovely area on the Western fringes of the Chilterns, with Henley on Thames just a stone’s
throw away from the car park field. And conveniently, it is only about 4 miles from where I
now live, in Ibstone.
Jones family (at least those of us who orienteer) all entered; Lydia in W10A, Theo in M12A
and Glen in M100S (how long will it be until that is an official age class we wonder?).
The day dawned fine but unfortunately I was injured and thus unable to pose any threat to
competitors in my class (as if!). Theo and Lydia though were in tip top form and raring to go
so we headed down for an early start.
After watching my children disappear into the forest, I headed down to the finish to await
their return. In pretty reasonable time they appeared, Theo first but then Lydia so close
behind that whilst they were running the ‘glory’ stretch from the penultimate control to the
big finishing arch the commentator was able to encourage Lydia to run faster to try and
catch up with her brother!
Both seemed pretty happy with their run although Theo had run past one control thinking
‘that can’t be mine’ and of course it was! Since we were hosting a few Lokkies and assorted
other O friends for an after race lunch, we headed off fairly promptly for home and to
prepare.
Looking up the results later we found that Theo had come in around midway in his class
whilst Lydia appeared to be 2nd in class. A few days later however, a telephone call came
through from organiser John Dalton who told us that the winner in Lydia’s class was
ineligible for the Southern Champs, hence Lydia had been elevated to top slot – The W10A
English Southern Champion no less!
A few days later we headed over to John’s house to collect the winnings; a trophy to keep
for a year (which you can see Lydia holding), a £15 voucher for Ultrasport, and an extensive
selection of chocolates. You can probably guess which one she was most happy about! Theo
is now absolutely determined that next year he will have to win since the prize is so
desirable!
So this a Southern Champion – anyone know when that happened last?

Well done Lydia

Finally - RetrO by the Editor
Regular readers may recall I wrote an article a few editions ago about how we used to do
things in the ‘old days’. I suggested that we might run a retro event using the old kit. So I
was interested to see that NOR (Norfolk) were running a retro event in February on Felbrigg,
a NT area.
I talked to Alan Bedder, NOR’s chairman about why the club had decided to put on what he
described as a hybrid event, so called because Si punching was used for the start and finish,
and pins punches for the other controls. The reason they did this was not to go on a
nostalgia trip but for simple practical reasons. The club had put on the Midland
Championship on Sheringham Park the day before and had had to hire in Si punches in order
to stage that event. Even though Felbrigg was only down the road, in order to save on
manpower, and to save the cost of hiring even more punches, the club decided to use pin
punches instead.
Most of the runners didn’t find this much of a novelty as NOR use pin punches quite often to
stage ‘hybrid’ events, particularly for evening and local events; as only two controls have to
be programmed it saves on manpower and the risk of the controls being stolen. At Felbrigg,
the runners had pre marked waterproof maps so were saved the joys of marking up with a
red pen, which was just as well as it poured down the whole time they were out in the
forest.
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